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Enormous mechanistic insight has been gained by studying the behavior of single molecules. The
same approaches used to study proteins in isolation are now being leveraged to examine the
changes in functional behavior that emerge when single molecules have company.New phenomena can arise when multiple molecules behave
collectively, such as the phase transition that occurs when water
molecules in the vapor phase condense into liquid water. Phys-
icists refer to this as ‘‘emergence’’ when the underlying physical
process can be described with simple, generalizable mathemat-
ical rules, even if all of the molecular details are not certain. For
many biological systems, thousands of molecules are not
required to observe such collective emergent behavior; just a
small cohort generates fundamentally new behavior. Recent ad-
vances in single-molecule approaches are allowing researchers
to reveal interesting and physiologically important biological
behavior that emerges even with the smallest jump in system
complexity, that is, from one molecule to two. This Minireview
will focus on three examples: (1) protein-DNA complexes that
are apparently very stable in isolation can be remodeled rapidly
by facilitated dissociation in the presence of molecules of the
same or similar type; (2)misfolding of repeat proteins viamispair-
ing of similar domains; and (3) different functions can be ascribed
to biomolecular complexes of different stoichiometry by the
concomitant detection of both the function and stoichiometry
of single complexes.
Facilitated Dissociation of Proteins from DNA
Transcription factors bound to genomic DNA sequences need to
be quickly removed or replaced by other factors to ensure rapid
responses to cellular signaling and environmental cues. How-
ever, dissociation times measured in vitro can be minutes or
longer. There are examples in which small-molecule binding
can accelerate protein dissociation through allostery (as in the
case of the Lac repressor), but many transcription factors have
no known small-molecule modulators of their DNA binding affin-
ity. In recent years, it has become apparent that measuring the
dissociation timescale of protein-DNA complexes by sample
dilution does not capture the realistic situation in vivo, where
many other proteins are present that can compete for binding
to the same DNA. To overcome this limitation in characterizing
the molecular details of protein-DNA dissociation, researchers
have developed new single-molecule assays in which the
amount of free proteins in solution surrounding an immobilized
protein-DNA complex can be varied from zero to high micro-
molar concentrations. The disappearance of a fluorescentlylabeled protein from the DNA over time can then be used as an
indicator of protein dissociation so that effects of free proteins
in solution on the dissociation rate can be precisely determined.
Several recent studies have employed variations of this single-
molecule approach to characterize the dissociation of protein-
DNA complexes. For the bacterial nucleoid-organizing and
gene-regulatory protein Fis, Graham et al. (2011) have shown
that GFP-Fis dissociation from a single lambda phage DNA is
extremely slow, retaining 90% of bound proteins after 30 min.
In contrast, when 50 nM unlabeled Fis was added to the assay,
GFP-Fis dissociated rapidly, with 50% of bound proteins leaving
the DNA in just 3 min. Such facilitated dissociation was also
observed with other proteins, including HU and NHP6A. The
degree of facilitated dissociation was dependent on the concen-
tration of the added protein with the effective rate constant
approaching 105 M1 s1. In another example, Joshi et al.
(2012) examined the bacterial, metal-dependent transcription
factor CueR. Cu1+-bound and Cu1+-free (apo) forms of CueR
compete for the same DNA binding sites in order to regulate
the transcription of genes required to protect cells from cop-
per-induced stress. The effective dissociation rate (koff
0) of apo
CueR measured in the presence of 10 nM Cu1+-CueR was a
factor of two larger than the intrinsic dissociation rate (koff)
measured without free CueR present in the surrounding. The
concentration dependence of koff
0 showed that the effective
rate constant for facilitated dissociation of CueR is as high as
108 M1 s1. Remarkably, the rate constant for CueR exchange
is 15 times larger than the rate constant for de novo binding of
CueR to the recognition sequence on naked DNA, suggesting
that DNA-bound CueR facilitates its own displacement by
recruiting a second CueR (Joshi et al., 2012). Collectively, these
results suggest that koff
0 for a protein-DNA complex measured in
the presence of competing proteins in solution can be much
larger than the intrinsic dissociation rate (koff) measured for that
complex in isolation.
Recent single-molecule studies have provided important
clues to the mechanism of facilitated dissociation (Loparo
et al., 2011; McCauley et al., 2013). The facilitated dissociation
of Fis and CueR must involve the formation of a ternary com-
plex between Protein 1 (P1), DNA (D), and Protein 2 (P2) that
is ultimately resolved into state P2-D (Figure 1A). One possibility,Cell 154, August 15, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 723
Figure 1. Single-Molecule Approaches Dissect Multimolecule
Behaviors
(A) Protein 1 (P1) bound to DNA dissociates slowly unless nearby Protein 2 (P2)
facilitates P1 dissociation or exchange. Facilitated dissociation may occur via
microdissociation or multivalent interactions.
(B) A tandem repeat proteinmade of two domains, one with A and Bmotifs and
the other with A0 and B0 motifs, may fold properly into AB-A0B0 or misfold into
AB0-A0B. Interdomain misfolding can be significant if the sequence identity
between the two domains is high.
(C) Six different conformations of two tandem domains of calmodulin are
illustrated, along with their connectivity. Folded motifs are denoted as semi-
circles, and unfolded motifs are denoted as curves.
(D) A single UvrD protein translocates on ssDNA and stops when it encounters
a junction with dsDNA. When a second UvrD joins, the two proteins can
unwind the DNA processively. Kymogram shows UvrD position as a function of
time, and the brightness is a measure of UvrD stoichiometry. The force versus
time curve shows that DNA shortening due to conversion of dsDNA into ssDNA
initiates upon the arrival of a second UvrD. Reproduced from Lee et al. (2013)
with permission from Nature Publishing Group.
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namics on single lambda phage DNA (McCauley et al., 2013),
is that a protein may undergo microdissociation, detaching itself
from the DNA with a small but real physical separation from the
DNA such that other nearby proteins can invade the space and
occupy the same position on the DNA (Figure 1A). In the absence
of additional proteins in solution, the microdissociated protein
would have a high probability of reassociation with the DNA,
such that if one measured dissociation by sample dilution, an
extremely stable protein-DNA complex would be detected.
Another possibility, proposed in the case of DNA polymerase ex-
change in a functional replisome (Loparo et al., 2011), requires
bivalent or multivalent protein-DNA interactions. If Protein 1
and Protein 2 each bind to DNA with two or more separate bind-
ing interfaces, partial dissociation of P1 (e.g., by breaking one of
the binding interfaces and keeping the other) could allow a simi-
larly partially dissociated P2 to occupy the vacated DNA binding
site (Figure 1A). The ensuing random walk of the interface is
resolved either when P1 returns to full occupancy and ejects
P2 or when P2 completely replaces P1 (Figure 1A). Again, if there
is no P2 protein in solution, P1 dissociation, which would require
simultaneous breaking of all of the multivalent binding
interactions between P1 and DNA, will be much slower. For
proteins that bind to specific DNA sequences or structures, the
second model is more attractive because enhanced expression
of only those proteins that share the sequence or structure spec-
ificity would influence the dissociation of the incumbent protein.
For nonspecific binders such as HMGB, a microdissociation
mechanism is easier to rationalize.
The recently discovered phenomenon of ‘‘allostery through
DNA’’ is another new behavior revealed by single-molecule mea-
surements (Kim et al., 2013). In this study, binding of the T7 RNA
polymerase to a nearby location on a DNA sequence was found
to either increase or decrease the effective dissociation rate (koff
0)
of the Lac repressor bound to its target sequence in a manner
depending on the distance between the two proteins. The mod-
ulation of koff
0 showed a periodicy of 10 bp of DNA double helix,
and compelling evidence was presented that this effect is not
due to any direct physical contact between the polymerase
and the Lac repressor. The detailed microscopic mechanism
of allostery through DNA is not yet completely clear, but the
mechanism appears to be different from the facilitated dissocia-
tion models outlined in Figure 1A. The fine-tuning of protein
dissociation by such ‘‘action at a distance’’ mechanisms could
have a profound influence on cellular fitness and evolutionary
mechanisms.
What could be the functional importance of these facilitated
displacement phenomena? A cell could potentially utilize the
process of facilitated dissociation to modulate the effective koff
0
of these slowly dissociating transcription factors simply by tun-
ing the amount of other competing proteins. In this scenario,
facilitated dissociation of transcription factors would allow the
law of mass action to take hold rapidly.
Interdomain Misfolding of Repeat Proteins
Proteins that have two or more repeats of similar domains are
ubiquitous in nature. If one domain has two primary motifs
(A and B) required for its folding and an adjacent domain has
the highly similar but different motifs (A0 and B0), then there is a
possibility that these motifs may mispair during folding to yield
the misfolded AB0-A0B conformation instead of the proper
AB-A0B0 conformation. The probability of obtaining such mis-
folded configurations increases as the number of tandem repeat
domains increases. Misfolded configurations arising this way are
difficult to characterize in bulk solution because each subspe-
cies cannot be clearly isolated or unambiguously identified in
many cases. Therefore, appropriately designed single-molecule
experiments are needed to sort through the potential complexity
of these systems and to determine whether any of the potential
misfolded configurations actually occur, and if so, with what
probability.
In the first demonstration of its kind, Borgia et al. (2011)
used single-molecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer
(FRET) to distinguish between misfolded (AB0-A0B) and folded
(AB-A0B0) forms of a tandem repeat of immunoglobulin domains
(Figure 1B). A judicious choice of fluorescent labeling positions
brought the donor and acceptor fluorophores into close prox-
imity (high FRET) in the misfolded state and farther away from
each other (low FRET) in the folded state. Using a nonnatural
construct harboring two tandem domains with identical amino
acid sequence, a small, stably misfolded population (5%) was
clearly identified as a high FRET species. In contrast, when a
native protein sequence containing two tandem domains with
only 24% sequence identity was used, no misfolded state was
detected. With an intermediate level of sequence identity
(42%), the misfolded state could once again be detected as
5% of the total population. These results clearly demonstrated
that tandem protein domains of identical sequence have a higher
probability of misfolding via mispairing of motifs present in both
domains.
In another example, Stigler et al. (2011) used an optical trap to
examine the complex folding landscape of calmodulin, which
consists of two globular domains, one made of A and B motifs
and the other of A0 and B0 motifs, connected by an a-helical
linker. Optical traps can be used to apply pico Newton forces
to biomolecules, allowing the measurement of nanometer scale
displacements, such as those associated with the unfolding of
calmodulin and other typical protein domains. Recent advances
in high-resolution optical traps have pushed the spatial precision
to the angstrom (0.1 nm) level. Because calmodulin can be
unfolded under force, multiple refolding and misfolding events
could be observed from a single molecule over a long period
of time. Remarkably, in this experiment, six different species
could be identified (depicted schematically in Figure 1C with
semicircles and lines denoting folded and unfolded motifs,
respectively). Note that, here, A0 as a single motif can fold by
itself and that some of the other possible misfolded conforma-
tions such as AB0-A0B and B-A0B0 were not detected. Real-time
observation of the interconversion between these states also
allowed Stigler et al. (2011) to establish how each of the six states
is connected to each other and thus to determine the intercon-
version pathway and kinetics precisely.
In vivo cotranslational folding should help to ensure the vecto-
rial folding in many cases to minimize interdomain mispairing.
However, a protein such as calmodulin, which may unfold and
refold multiple times in response to fluctuations in Ca2+ concen-tration, or a muscle protein titin, which may do the same under
tension, could potentially sample some of the misfolded states
detected in the single-molecule studies by Borgia et al. (2011)
and Stigler et al. (2011). Support for the existence of such inter-
domain misfolding in vivo lies in the observation that the amino
acid sequence identity between nearest neighboring domains
tends to be lower than between nonnearest neighboring
domains in multidomain proteins, suggesting selective pressure
to avoid mispairing between adjacent domains (Borgia et al.,
2011; Wright et al., 2005). Similarly complex alternative pairing
between motifs may also be responsible for the diverse struc-
tural features of amyloids. Single-molecule methods that have
been employed to analyze the folding properties of single intrin-
sically disordered proteins (Mukhopadhyay et al., 2007; Yu et al.,
2012) may soon reveal the rules of amyloid formation.
Function versus Stoichiometry
Although it is well known that many proteins form oligomeric
structures that are essential for their function, it is not always
easy to ascertain which species (monomer, dimer, trimer,
hetero-oligomers, etc.) is required for which function. Single-
molecule fluorescence imaging can directly reveal the number
of proteins in a complex and thus provides a unique opportunity
to link the stoichiometry of a complex to its function.
A recent example is the characterization of the activity of the
bacterial DNA helicase UvrD. Although there is good agreement
that a single UvrD monomer can translocate on single-stranded
(ss) DNA as a motor protein that hydrolyzes one ATP per nucle-
otide translocated, there has been a debate as to whether a
UvrD monomer can unwind double-stranded (ds) DNA proces-
sively (Lohman et al., 2008). In a recent study (Lee et al.,
2013), UvrD translocation along a long (multikilo base), laterally
stretched ssDNA was directly visualized by tracking the motion
of a fluorophore attached to the protein, revealing that UvrD
stops translocating when it encounters a dsDNA (Figure 1D).
When another UvrD joined the stalled UvrD (an event detected
by the doubling of the fluorescence intensity), the motion of
the complex resumed, albeit at a reduced speed. Because un-
winding is known to be slower than translocation by about a fac-
tor of three, these observations indicate that the two UvrD pro-
teins function as a helicase to unwind dsDNA processively. The
concurrent measurement of force within the optical trap in
this experiment confirmed this interpretation—the force on the
DNA molecule began to decrease at the precise moment of
UvrD dimerization, presumably at the onset of the helicase
activity that converts duplex DNA to ssDNA, each of which
have different and well-defined mechanical properties
(Figure 1D). Another recent study used two-color single mole-
cule imaging, one color to count the number of UvrD molecules
bound to the DNA and the other to detect complete unwinding of
DNA. This study also showed that a UvrD monomer cannot un-
wind even 18 bp of duplex DNA and that unwinding is observed
only when two or more UvrD molecules are present (Yokota
et al., 2013). Ultrahigh-resolution optical traps combined with
single-fluorophore sensitivity (Comstock et al., 2011) may allow
a more stringent test of whether a single UvrD can unwind DNA
at all and may help explain why a monomer is not a good heli-
case in vitro.Cell 154, August 15, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 725
Outlook
Single-molecule tools can help us dissect newly emerging
behaviors of molecular cohorts. As discussed here, these
include (1) facilitated dissociation, (2) interdomain misfolding in
proteins, and (3) new functions for molecular complexes. In all
of the examples discussed, recent advances in single-molecule
measurement technologies—for example, multicolor fluores-
cence imaging, ultrahigh-resolution optical trap, and a combina-
tion of fluorescence imaging and mechanical manipulation—
were essential for revealing the emerging behaviors of interest.
As the single-molecule data become more multidimensional
and complex, unbiased computational methods such as hidden
Markov modeling become important. Computational tools such
as molecular dynamics simulations and modeling are also
important in guiding the data interpretation, as was the case in
the assignment of the interdomain misfolding events described
above (Borgia et al., 2011; Stigler et al., 2011), and may help
us to visualize some of the hypothesized, short-lived states
such as the microdissociation state of a protein loosely bound
to DNA (McCauley et al., 2013).
One generalizable lesson that can be learned from the single-
molecule analysis of facilitated protein dissociation from DNA is
the power of multivalent interactions. Multivalency can keep a
molecular complex very stable by itself because all of the bonds
need to be broken for full dissociation. Under physiological con-
ditions, other competing molecules and interactions can break
the multivalent interaction little by little and one at a time, allow-
ing rapid changes in molecular compositions and partnerships.
One potential advantage of such interactions is that new equi-
libria dictated by the changes in protein component concentra-
tions in the cell can be rapidly approached. Another advantage
is that breaking and reforming of multivalent interactions
in small increments would make cellular machines that are
composed of multiple molecules much more dynamic. For
example, this principle may allow the thermally driven sliding
of RecA filaments on DNA (Ragunathan et al., 2012) and assist
the filament in sampling multiple sequences without full dissoci-
ation (Forget and Kowalczykowski, 2012; Ragunathan et al.,
2012). A similar mechanism may also apply to RNA-guided tar-
geting for microRNA processing or CRISPPR-mediated genome
processing and to allowing proteins with multiple DNA binding
sites to slide on ssDNA (Zhou et al., 2011). It is fully expected
that single-molecule measurements will continue to provide a726 Cell 154, August 15, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.unique level of insight into the emergent biological properties
of these and other systems.
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